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The separation of mixed auditory signals into their sources is an eminent
neuroscience and engineering challenge. We reveal the principles under-
lying a deterministic, neural network–like solution to this problem. This
approach is orthogonal to ICA/PCA, which views the signal constituents
as independent realizations of random processes. We demonstrate exem-
plarily that in the absence of salient frequency modulations, the decom-
position of speech signals into local cosine packets allows for a sparse,
noise-robust speaker separation. As the main result, we present analyti-
cal limitations inherent in the approach, where we propose strategies of
how to deal with this situation. Our results offer new perspectives toward
efficient noise cleaning and auditory signal separation and provide a new
perspective of how the brain might achieve these tasks.
1 Introduction
Auditory signals are generally composed from contributions pertaining
to different sources. For gaining an overview on the objects present in
the auditory environment, the brain needs to decompose this signal. How
this is performed and how it could computationally be implemented is
of great theoretical and practical interest, particularly to neuroscience and
information engineering. The assumption in the blind source separation
(BSS) approach is that the different sources are statistically mutually in-
dependent and therefore no a priori information about the structure of
the sources should be used. Under these assumptions, independent com-
ponent analysis (ICA), a method pioneered by Bell and Sejnowski (1995)
and Oja and Karhunen (1995) as the most salient exponents, has emerged
as a powerful tool. ICA splits in an ever-growing number of optimized
variants (Hyva¨rinen, Karhunen, & Oja, 2001) that have been successful, in
particular, for the analysis of medical data—EEG and MEG (Viga´rio, Sa¨rela¨,
Jousma¨ki, & Oja, 1999; Viga´rio, Sa¨rela¨, Jousma¨ki, Ha¨ma¨la¨inen, & Oja, 2000)
Neural Computation 23, 1–32 (2011) C© Massachusetts Institute of Technology
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2 A. Kern and R. Stoop
and fMRI recordings (McKeown et al., 1998)—and of telecommunication
data (Cristescu, Ristaniemi, Joutensalo, & Karhunen, 2000). Areas of puta-
tive further applications range from computer-based speech recognition to
the design of intelligent hearing aids performing auditory scene analysis.
The extraction of a specific speaker from a sound mixture, potentially in
the presence of noise, is known as the cocktail party problem. Despite its
strengths, ICA has been shown to efficiently solve the cocktail party prob-
lem only under rather restrictive conditions (Bell & Sejnowski, 1995). Such
conditions are that there be at least as many input channels (microphones)
as sound sources, that background noise be essentially absent, and that
there be an instantaneous mixing of the sources (i.e., no time delays). Even
sophisticated variants like the noisy or convolutive ICA (Hyva¨rinen et al.,
2001) are bound by rather restrictive conditions, although single-channel
ICA methods have been reported to be able to separate a male from a
female speaker (Jang & Lee, 2003; Beierholm, Pedersen, & Winther, 2004).
ICA’s underlying assumption is that the signal is a linear mixture of the con-
tributing sources that are independent realizations of a random process. As
a consequence, the optimal signal decomposition is obtained by maximiz-
ing the mutual statistical independence of the source estimates, which is
often implemented by maximizing a contrast function. This computation-
ally relatively cheap approach precludes, in its purest form, the exploitation
of generally available a priori information on the targeted signals.
The mammalian auditory system (see Figure 1 for an overview) is con-
fronted with the cocktail party problem every day. In simple auditory envi-
ronments, binaural hearing plays a prominent role in this task by providing
sound directionality and associated time difference information. Evolution
could have equipped us with more than two hearing sensors for more com-
plex tasks, as is generally the case with insects (Go¨pfert & Robert, 2002;
Stoop et al., 2006). For mammalians, this seems unnecessary, provided that
two sensors work properly. One main difference between insects and mam-
malians is that the latter have bigger brains, which enables them to perform
higher-level analysis of the input signals. As an expression of this, we
use distinct words for ambiguous and dedicated hearing (e.g., hearing and
listening). We are able to listen to old musical records of poor quality with-
out being aware of their poor quality. We effortlessly watch movies from
the beginning of the cinematographic era; their poor quality we realize only
during the beginning or the credits sections at the end.
Psychoacoustic experiments reveal that the human auditory system re-
lies heavily on the time-frequency structures of the signals (Bregman, 1994).
From physiology, we know that the auditory sensor is embedded in an in-
tricate manner in the nervous system, with forward and backward loops
to higher processing centers of the auditory and the nonauditory neocortex
(see Figure 1). We propose that one purpose of the auditory nuclei and the as-
cending auditory pathway is to activate filters within the cochlea, as well as
on the signals emerging from it. A primitive, hardware hardwired example
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Speaker Separation on Deterministic Features 3
Figure 1: Mammalian hearing-inspired source separation model. The dashed
line separates the main sound-localization pathways from deterministic sound-
characterization pathways (AVCN: nucleus cochlearis anteroventralis, PVCN:
nucleus cochlearis posteroventralis, DCN: dorsal cochlear nucleus, LSO: lateral
superior olivary nucleus, MSO: medial superior olivary nucleus, VNLL: ventral
nucleus of the lateral lemniscus, DNLL: dorsal nucleus of the lateral lemniscus).
Unlike the localization stream, the deterministic stream mostly lacks left/right
connections.
of such a strategy is the Drosophila hearing sensor, which is tuned to the
signal generated by the female wingbeat (Go¨pfert & Robert, 2002; Stoop et
al., 2006). We will show how the source separation problem can be solved by
using characteristic signal properties (=features) of specific objects and will
suggest that this, in addition to the sound source localization information,
is at the origin of the mammalian’s excellence in the source separation and
noise cleaning tasks.
Computational auditory scene analysis approaches (Brown & Cooke,
1994) have successfully worked on the scene segmentation of single-channel
inputs (Wang & Brown, 1999; Hu & Wang, 2003). In the latter approach,
groups of acoustic components were coded by populations of oscillatory
neurons. The acoustic features of a single source are represented by a
population of synchronized oscillators. This population is desynchronized
from oscillator populations that represent remaining sound sources. This is
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4 A. Kern and R. Stoop
similar to how mammalians apparently approach this problem, where,
in addition to the sound localization pathway, a deteriministic sound
features pathway exists (see Figure 1) and where the auditory nuclei
perform augmented processing steps of auditory information, using neural
networks of their own. It is well known that neural networks can be used
as universal approximators to presented signals (Cybenko, 1989; Hornik,
Stinchcombe, & White, 1989, 1990). The question we address here is by
what functional elements the time-frequency structure of speech signals is
optimally approximated and how this could be used to efficiently separate
signals. For one important component of the speech signal (the vowels), we
propose such a functional element. It has been repeatedly suggested that
the neural system uses sparse representations to code visual (Olshausen
& Field, 1996) or auditory (Hahnloser, Kozhevnikov, & Fee, 2002; Gardner
& Magnasco, 2006) information. We will show how a sparsity condition on
the chosen speech representation triggers the extraction of salient speech
features and how this can be used to decompose a sound mixture based on
deterministic speech features.
The sparseness of the obtained signal representation for a given approx-
imation error is a measure for the efficacy of the method (for a recent thor-
ough discussion, see Bruckstein, Donoho, & Elad, 2009). It has been claimed
that it would be advantageous if the optimal selection of the approximating
components could be learned. In what context this approach will prove a
useful ansatz and with what additional computational efforts and loss of
generality it will be connected remains, however, still to be seen. In our ap-
proach, we exemplarily study a representation that optimally distinguishes
among vowels by offering approximation functions with concentrated time-
frequency support—the so-called local cosine packets (LCP). These packets
not only capture fundamental properties of speech, they also allow a very
efficient computational implementation by means of the matching pursuit
algorithm. The general approach leads to a source estimate of the auditory
object that could then be used to tune the mammalian hearing sensor, the
cochlea (Martignoli, Vyver, Kern, Uwate, & Stoop, 2007; Stoop, Jasa, Uwate,
& Martignoli, 2007), and potentially also some of the auditory nuclei, to-
ward the desired object (see Figure 1).
In section 2, the concept of sparse representations is rigorously defined.
In sections 3 and 4, a sparse signal representation is approximated by
on LCP-based matching pursuit algorithm. Comparing with the auditory
physiology, our processing encompasses the processing upstream from the
dorsal cochlear nucleus, via the inferior colliculus, to the thalamus’s medial
geniculate nucleus. We demonstrate in section 5.1 that LCP decomposition
efficiently removes nonstationary, nongaussian noise from speech signals,
a task posing severe problems to standard techniques (e.g., wavelet noise
cleaning). As a second application, from section 5.2, we shape our ap-
proach into a voiced speech separation algorithm by appropriately group-
ing the approximating LCP. Since the LCP’s ability to represent frequency
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Speaker Separation on Deterministic Features 5
modulations is limited, our computational approach focuses on essentially
stationary speech segments (ideally: sustained vowels). A strategy to over-
come this limitation is exhibited in section 6.
2 Sparse Representations
The decomposition of a signal f (t) ∈ L2(R) into a family of filters is mathe-
matically cast by the notion of a dictionary:
Definition 1. The atomic decomposition of the signal f (t) into elements φγ of a
dictionary D is given by
f =
∑
γ
cγ φγ , φγ ∈ D, (2.1)
where γ ∈  is a, possibly multidimensional, index and where the elements φγ are
called atoms.
Provided that the dictionary D is complete, that is, span D = L2(R),
the finite right-hand-side expansions of equation 2.1 are dense in L2(R).
If D is overcomplete, the atomic decomposition 2.1 will not be unique.
This provides us with a flexibility in selecting the atoms φγ of f (t). In this
way, we may achieve a sparse representation of the signal f (t), an atomic
decomposition with only a small number of nonzero coefficients cγ .
Definition 2. An atomic decomposition (or representation) of f (t),
f =
∑
γ
cγ φγ , φγ ∈ D, (2.2)
that minimizes 0-norm,
||c||0 = {no. of coefficients cγ = 0} = min, (2.3)
is called 0-sparse.
The minimization of the 0-norm in equation 2.3 is an NP-hard problem
(Donoho & Elad, 2003), so that only approximate solutions are attainable.
We will therefore use a weaker notion of sparseness:
Definition 3. An atomic decomposition of f (t) that minimizes the 1-norm
||c||1 =
∑
i
|cγi | = min, (2.4)
is called 1-sparse.
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6 A. Kern and R. Stoop
The minimization of the coefficients’ 1-norm in equation 2.1 can be
achieved by means of the basis pursuit method (Chen, Donoho, & Saun-
ders, 2001). 1-minimization falls into the convex optimization problem
class that can be solved by linear programming techniques (e.g., interior
point methods (Chen et al., 2001). If a representation 2.1 exists that is suf-
ficiently sparse, then 1-minimization is equivalent to 0-minimization and
definitions 2 and 2 coincide (Donoho & Elad, 2003).
Speech processing generally deals with large data sets. For processing,
the basis pursuit method requires considerable computation time. For this
reason, it is customary to use a computationally more efficient approach—
the matching pursuit method (Mallat & Zhang, 1993). Instead of the global
optimization on the set of atoms as performed by the basis pursuit, this ap-
proach works with a local atom selection scheme, which, however, provides
only a suboptimal approximation to the 1-minimization solution.
3 Matching Pursuit Approach
The basic matching pursuit algorithm proceeds by a step-by-step construc-
tion of an approximately 1-sparse representation. For the addition of a new
term to the approximation f (m) of f (t), at each step m, a selection criterion
is applied that is based on a finite expansion of the form 2.1. After the ap-
proximation tolerance has been reached, or if the maximal number N of
processing steps has been attained, the procedure is terminated:
1. Start basic matching pursuit. We start with f (0) = 0 for the initial
approximation of the signal f , and R0 f = f for the residual, that is,
the approximation error.
2. Iteration number m. After m steps, f (t) is approximated by
f =
m−1∑
i=0
〈Ri f, φγi 〉φγi + Rm f (3.1)
= f (m) + Rm f, (3.2)
where Rm f denotes the residuum and f (m) is the approximation to f
by means of the family of atoms m = {φγ0 , . . . , φγm−1}:
f (m) ∈ Vm = span m (the approximation space). (3.3)
3. Atom selection criterion. At each step m, the atom φγ with the largest
interaction with the residual error Rm f , defined by the scalar product,
is selected,
φγm = arg maxφγ |〈Rm f, φγ 〉|, (3.4)
where the selected index γ ∈  is tagged by γm. This selection scheme
leads to the decomposition of equation 3.1.
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Speaker Separation on Deterministic Features 7
4. Stopping criterion. The matching pursuit procedure is stopped if
(a) m > N, where N has been previously determined or if (b) || Rm f ||<
, where  denotes a predetermined threshold.
For this approach, we have the following important result:
Theorem 1 (Mallat and Zhang, 1993): Let W = V⊥, where V = span D =
span{φγ }γ∈ and PW denotes the projection on W. Then we have
lim
m→∞
||Rm f − PW f || = 0. (3.5)
For a complete dictionary D, we also have V = L2(R), PW f = 0, leading to
lim
m→∞
||Rm f || = 0 (3.6)
and
f =
∞∑
i=0
〈Ri f, φγi 〉φγi . (3.7)
For a proof see Mallat and Zhang (1993).
The algorithm achieves optimal results for orthogonal dictionaries
D, whereas for nonorthogonal dictionaries (e.g., if D is overcomplete),
nonsparse results may emerge. The latter problem was remedied by the
completion of the algorithm by a backprojection step (Mallat & Zhang,
1993).
For the more sophisticated backprojection matching pursuit, let Pm
denote the orthogonal projection onto the approximation space Vm =
span{φγ0 , . . . , φγm}. Then f˜ (m) = Pm f provides the closest approximation
to f generated by the selected atoms {φγ0 , . . . , φγm}. We obtain
Pm f =
m−1∑
i=0
〈Ri f, φγi 〉Pmφγi + Pm Rm f (3.8)
=
m−1∑
i=0
〈Ri f, φγi 〉φγi + Pm Rm f.
Since generally 〈φγi , R(m) f 〉 = 0, where i ∈ {0, . . . , m − 1}, we generally have
Pm Rm f = 0. Therefore, the approximation f (m) generated by the basic
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8 A. Kern and R. Stoop
matching pursuit algorithm will deviate from f˜ (m). If we also decompose
Pm Rm f ,
Pm Rm f =
m−1∑
i=0
βiφγi , (3.9)
we obtain an optimized matching pursuit decomposition, where Pm R˜m f =
0 is ensured:
f = f˜ (m) + R˜m f (3.10)
=
m−1∑
i=0
aiφγi + R˜m f,
with ai = 〈Ri f, φγi 〉 + βi . Since the system of equations
〈Pm Rm f, φγk 〉 = 〈Rm f, φγk 〉 =
m−1∑
i=0
βi 〈φγi , φγk 〉, (3.11)
where k = 0, . . . , m − 1, is linear, the backprojection coefficients βi can ef-
ficiently be computed. An alternative approach for obtaining a decompo-
sition 3.10 with Pm R˜m = 0, is provided by orthogonal matching pursuit
(OMP; Pati, Rezaiifar, & Krishnaprasad, 1993).
Backprojection and OMP both yield the best approximation f˜ (m) to f
inside Vm. Since the atoms φγi have been selected according to the match-
ing pursuit criterion, equation 3.4, where the residuum Rm f , and not the
optimized residuum R˜m f , is used, Vm is not optimal. As a solution to this
problem, the optimized orthogonal matching pursuit approach (OOMP;
Rebollo-Neira & Lowe, 2002) has been proposed, where, in a further opti-
mization step, suitable previously selected atoms are dropped in order to
increase the signal decomposition sparseness (backward OOMP; Andrle,
Rebollo-Neira, & Sagianos, 2004).
4 Local Cosine Packets Representations
Along with the decomposition algorithm, the sparseness of a signal rep-
resentation f (t) depends on the chosen dictionary D. If the atoms φγ ∈ D
match well with the signal structure, a small set of atoms may efficiently
represent the signal. For example, a small number of Fourier atoms will
capture a sustained tone of a musical instrument. If, instead, a δ-peaks
dictionary is chosen, a sparse representation of f (t) cannot be obtained.
Speech signals consist of harmonic components that exhibit the charac-
teristic formant structure of speech (voiced speech). They are separated by
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Speaker Separation on Deterministic Features 9
either short, rapid transients or noise bursts (“plosive” consonants like /b/,
/t/ and “fricatives” like /s/, respectively). Signals with scaling properties
have a sparse and computationally efficient representation by means of
overcomplete wavelet dictionaries. Speech signals, unfortunately, do not
have such a scaling structure, as the formant structure of voiced speech
segments requires an ever-fine frequency resolution even at high frequen-
cies. This requirement leads to the local cosine packets dictionary for speech
representation:
Definition 4. Continuous local cosine packets (cLCP) have the form
φa ,L ,ω0 (t) =
√
2
L
bL (t − a ) cos ω0t, (4.1)
where the window (or “bell”) bL (t) ensures smooth tapering of the cosine oscillations
at the boundaries of the support of φa ,L ,ω0 (t).
The support of φa ,L ,ω0 (t) encompasses the interval [a − λL , a + λL],
where λ > 0 depends on the tapering by bL (t). For the frequently used
sine bell tapering,
b(s)L (t) = sin
π
2
(
1 − t
L
)
, (4.2)
λ equals 1.
Definition 5. Discrete local cosine packets (dLCP) are defined as
φi, j,k(t) =
√
2
L j
bi, j (t) cos
π
L j
(
k + 1
2
)
(t − ai, j ), (4.3)
where the bell bi, j (t) determines the support of φi, j,k to be [ai, j − , ai, j+1 + ],
and L j = ai, j+1 − ai, j .
The frequency of φi, j,k is given by ωk, j = (k + 1/2)π/L j . A practical im-
plementation of the matching pursuit with dLCP is provided by the dyadic
discretization,
L j = N2 j , ai, j = i L j , (4.4)
where N denotes the signal length. Since it will be clear from the context
whether continuous or discrete LCP is considered, we will henceforth sim-
ply write LCP instead of cLCP or dLCP, respectively.
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10 A. Kern and R. Stoop
Figure 2: LCP versus (Battle-Lemarie) wavelets representation of the Japanese
word arigato (upper panel) and of a superposition of vowels a and i (lower
panel). (a, c) Wavelets (b, d) LCP. Displayed supports of atoms above a
given threshold demonstrate that frequency extensions are well represented
by wavelets and temporal extensions by LCP. All representations used match-
ing pursuit on the respective dictionaries.
5 Results by the LCP Matching Pursuit
General features of speech matching pursuit decomposition are outlined
in Figure 2. All the results displayed in this letter are based on the ap-
proximation provided by the set of the 300 largest decomposition atoms. In
our numerical approach, we used an early variant of the Atomizer pack-
age provided generously by Donoho et al.1 Simple inspections of obtained
approximations of the original data show that wavelet packets dictionaries
(panels a and c) lead to significantly reduced sparseness if compared to LCP
(panels b and d). For stationary speech signals (sustained vowels, panels
1The software is downloadable from http://www-stat.stanford.edu/software/
wavelab. WaveLab is a collection of Matlab functions that have been used to implement
a variety of computational logarithms related to wavelet analysis. The earlier package
atomizer performing the separation of the signal into atoms has been integrated into this
package.
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Speaker Separation on Deterministic Features 11
c and d), the sparseness superiority of LCP is evident. Wavelet packets, in
contrast, may be superior in capturing rapid transients at the onset or end of
voiced speech (plosive consonants like /t/, /g/, /b/; see the vertical lines
in panel a). In order to optimally capture both aspects of human speech, a
combination of wavelet packets and LCP dictionaries will be worthwhile.
Panel b also shows that if rapid frequency modulations are present, as is the
case in naturally spoken language, the potential of LCP for sparse represen-
tation is significantly reduced if compared to the stationary case. Finally,
we note for later reference that the chirp region (the rescaled time region
of about 0.35 in Figure 2; see the boxes in Figure 8) is badly represented
by both methods. Chirp regions were traditionally not carefully dealt with,
since the usefulness of frequency modulations in speech recognition was
not recognized. Only recently has this view changed (Zeng et al., 2005).
This aspect will be dealt with further in section 6. In the remainder of
this section, we explore the LCP’s potential for noise cleaning and speaker
separation.
5.1 Noise Cleaning. To explore the relation between LCP signal de-
composition and noise cleaning, we consider a noisy speech signal f (t).
The characteristics of the noise n(t) can be quite arbitrary; we do not require
stationarity or a gaussian property. The input signal thus is of the form
s(t) = f (t) + n(t). (5.1)
Provided that the signal f (t) is well reflected in the dictionary D, some
atoms φγi will strongly interact with f (t):
〈φγi , f 〉 
 〈φγi , n〉. (5.2)
The largest coefficients cγi = 〈φγi , Ri s〉 ≈ 〈φγi , Ri f 〉 are thus expected to per-
tain to the signal f (t), so that
fcleaned =
m−1∑
i=0
〈Ri s, φγi 〉φγi (5.3)
amounts to a noise-cleaned approximation to the original signal f (t). Trun-
cation of the decomposition, as obtained by the matching pursuit algorithm,
results in a powerful noise cleaning algorithm. In Figure 3, we demonstrate
how a speech sample of the Japanese word arigato that is contaminated by
gaussian noise bursts can successfully be noise-cleaned. Whereas the orig-
inal signal is seriously hampered by the noise, after noise cleaning, almost
no difference from the original noise-free signal is audible. From visual in-
spection of Figure 3, the quality of the results is much less obvious than
it is by listening. Even more drastic noise cleaning emerges for α-stable
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12 A. Kern and R. Stoop
Figure 3: LCP matching pursuit noise cleaning. (a) Waveform of the word
arigato. (b) Gaussian noise bursts–contaminated waveform. (c) Noise-cleaned
signal. The difference between panels a and c is barely audible.
noise and for noise that has been filtered by time-varying bandpass filters.
Most of these cases are very difficult to handle by traditional wavelet-based
methods. LCP-based noise cleaning outperforms them by far (for an early
observation of this fact, see Martins, 1996). In section 5.3, we provide a
quantitive analysis of these observations.
5.2 Speaker Separation. Our approach is based on the way our hearing
system processes sound. It is known that the understanding of speech is
based mainly on vowel sounds. This is experienced by our ability to un-
derstand distant speakers, where it is possible only to perceive the voiced
parts of speech. Fricative consonants (like /s/, /f/) cannot be conveyed
over long distances. In addition, many consonants are not even sounds of
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Speaker Separation on Deterministic Features 13
their own, but their characteristics derive from the onset and offset features
of vowels (e.g., /p/, /t/). For this reason, it is sensible to concentrate—in
a first approach to speaker separation—on the voiced parts of speech. The
voiced part is characterized by the formant pattern structure of vowels. Each
vowel consists of a fundamental frequency and higher harmonics, which
are multiples of that fundamental frequency, forming a specific pattern in
the time-frequency plane. We suppose that speaker separation is achieved
by the hearing system by first decomposing sound signals into a time-
frequency representation. To a significant extent, this is already achieved
by the cochlea. Then the different parts of the time-frequency representation
are grouped together to form coherent patterns that are assigned to different
sound sources. The formant structure of speech may be one such pattern,
which we exploit in our approach. That this assumption is sensible we infer
from the fact that pitch is a function of the whole formant structure, not
just of its fundamental frequency (even if the fundamental is missing, our
hearing system assigns pitch correctly—the phenomenon of the “missing
fundamental”). Thus, the formant structure of a speaker must be extracted
from the time-frequency representation in the auditory processing centers
of our brain. In a nutshell, our algorithm—assigns each element of a time-
frequency representation (here: local cosine packets) to a formant pattern of
either speaker, if it exists. If such an assignment is not possible, the element
is discarded as pertaining to background noise. In this way, noise cleaning
is achieved as a side effect.
Voiced speech consists of bands of frequencies that are multiples of a
fundamental frequency, which implies that the frequencies fa and fb of
two LCP belonging to the voiced speech segment of the same signal are
commensurate, that is, mfa = nfb for some m, n ∈ N. This is the a priori
knowledge that can be used for an optimal signal separation. Note that
corresponding relationships can easily be implemented in biological neural
networks. In order to assess to what extent LCP enhances the separation,
we consider two sources, indexed by s ∈ {1, 2}. We use the following com-
putational approach:
1. The (generally time-varying) fundamental frequencies fs(t) pertain-
ing to the signal s are determined. If the modulation rates are not too
fast, fs(t) (s = 1, 2) correspond to the two lowest incommensurable
frequencies of LCP having support at time t.
2. It is then determined whether a selected LCP φi, j,k belongs to source s.
This is achieved with the help of a source estimator dsi, j,k (the detailed
construction of which will be provided below):
1. If dsi, j,k > αd
s ′
i, j,k , where α > 1 and s
′ = s denotes the other source, then
φi, j,k is assigned to source s, and vice versa.
2. If no assignment can be made, φi, j,k is considered to belong to the
background noise and is omitted.
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14 A. Kern and R. Stoop
The estimators dsi, j,k are chosen to optimally respect the time-frequency
structure of voiced speech:
 The set Si, j,k of all LCP occurring synchronously with the selected
LCP φi, j,k is determined. We consider two LCPs to be synchronous if
significant portions of their time supports overlap.
 The differences between the frequency f of φi, j,k and the frequencies
of the LCP contained in the set Si, j,k are determined. These differences
are denoted by δ fr , where r ∈ {1, . . . , M} and M is the cardinality of
Si, j,k .
 Due to the time-frequency structure of voiced speech, the following
holds. If φi, j,k belongs to source s, for a significant number of indices r ,
we will have that the differences δ fr respect the relationship δ fr = mfs ,
for some m ∈ N. Thus, the histogram of the fractional part ρr of δ fr/ fs
will be peaked around 0. Since ρr = 1 and ρr = 0 describe identical
situations, we remap in the algorithm ρr to the interval [−0.5, 0.5].
Otherwise, if φi, j,k does not belong to signal s, we obtain a flat distri-
bution of ρr .
These observations offer several ways to finalize the estimators dsi, j,k .
Their actual form is not critical; a broad range of consistent choices leads to
similar separation results. We used the following construction:
1. Select a small interval [−a , a ] and a number b > 0.
2. The comparison of the number Na of indices r for which ρr ∈ [−a , a ],
to the number Nb of indices r for which ρr > b yields the estimator
dsi, j,k = Na/Nb . After the parameters a , b are optimized, they can be
held fixed for all signal separation problems.
Note that we have not made any use of the coefficient values ci =
〈Ri f, φγi 〉 of the LCP decomposition so far. The additional information they
contain will be used in a sophistication of this algorithm.
In the approach presented, a selected LCP φi, j,k is fully attributed to
either of the sources or regarded as belonging to the background noise.
Whereas this is sufficient in the context of speech separation, in the context
of the separation of pitched musical sounds, the resolution of areas of
overlapping harmonics is an important problem. Recently (Li, Woodruff,
& Wang, 2009), the fact that the harmonics pertaining to the same sound
source have correlated amplitude envelopes and that the phase change of a
harmonic is tied to the sources pitch was used to distribute the overlapping
overlapping harmonics. Although their approach has a topical overlap with
the method that we present here, it should be noted that human speech
and typical musical sound signals differ vastly. Therefore, the problem
of overlapping harmonics is not of comparable importance in the context
of speech separation, and the optimal signal decomposition can not be
performed in terms of similar elements.
By applying the described separation method, two simultaneously ut-
tered vowels (/a/, /e/, /i/, /o/, /u/), as well as a mixture of a vowel
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Speaker Separation on Deterministic Features 15
Figure 4: Supports of LCP atoms for the voiced speech separation task. Con-
tributing and separated sources are in color. (a) Vowels /a/ (black) and /i/
(red), before versus (c) after separation. (b) Vowel /a/ (red) and arigato (black),
before versus (d) after separation. Arrows highlight essential misassignments.
and a simultaneously uttered word, respectively, are easily separated (sam-
pling frequencies: 16,000 Hz). We briefly highlight the separation of the
vowels /a/ and /i/: the graphical time-frequency representation given in
Figures 4a and 4c indicates that the two vowels have been efficiently sep-
arated. Some LCPs are misassigned if frequency bands characteristic of
the two vowels coincide (see the arrows in Figure 4a). In these cases, the
frequencies of the respective LCPs are nearly multiples of both the funda-
mental frequencies f1 as well as f2, which renders their assignment to either
source ambiguous. These deficiencies, however, do not noticeably hamper
the hearing impression of those listening to the separated signals.
With similar ease, the vowel /a/ is separated from the word arigato, (see
Figures 4b and 4d). In this case, the highest-frequency band belonging to /a/
(displaying a slow modulation) was not correctly assigned. Again, this does
not noticeably deteriorate the acoustic impression of the separated signals.
It is worthwhile mentioning that the contamination of the mixed signals by
nonstationary, nongaussian noise does not obstruct the separation. This is
in stark contrast to traditional ICA-based separation methods, where the
presence of noise introduces substantial difficulties.
5.3 Quantitative Results. Although our main interest is in fundamental
principles, we provide in this section some straightforward applications
of the method to indicate its power. In these applications, we assess the
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16 A. Kern and R. Stoop
achieved performance by means of a measure based on the sound files’
energies:
From the .wav-file coefficient representations xi of the original (uncon-
taminated, unmixed) and of the processed (noisecleaned or separated)
sound files, we compute the respective energies, E(x) = ∑i xi 2.
To match the energy of the original files, the processed files are rescaled
according to
xproc := xproc,init(E(xorig)/E(xproc,init))1/2.
The difference between the two files of equal energy xdi f f = xproc − xorig
expresses how well the processed file matches the target. If one signal is to
be recovered, the quality of the recovery can be expressed by
Q := 1 − (E(xdi f f )/E(xproc))1/2. (5.4)
If the obtained signal is close to its target, the Q-value will be close to unity.
Otherwise, the Q-value can even assume negative values, in which case
it will reset it slightly below 0, indicating an unsuccessful recovery of the
signal.
For capturing typical noise-cleaning aspects, we chose two temporal
noise profiles: gauss- and α-distributed noise (where of the two, the latter is
recognized to provide a more realistic model of natural noise). These noise
contributions were overlaid to the original signals (see Figure 5(A)). To
capture potential preprocessing steps present in the natural hearing system
and noting that when saving an auditory signal in, say, the .wav- format it is
already clipped, we investigated the effects by different band-limiting filter
profiles (see Figure 5). The results obtained for the noise-contaminated word
arigato indicate that for gaussian noise, LCP performs overall about equally
well as the wavelet method, but clearly outperforms the latter for α-stable
distributed noise (see Figure 6). The dashed lines in this figure reflect the
maximal quality that can be achieved by using the largest 300 atoms of the
decomposition of the uncontaminated file. This representation’s deviation
from the original file (with Q = 1) is, however, hardly audible. Note further
that in Figure 6b, one of the wavelet-based recovery attempts was entirely
unsuccessful. The corresponding Q-value has been reset to a negative value
of Q = −0.01. Among a multitude of possible measures of performance, we
chose the one that with respect to the LCP-wavelet comparison performed in
the worst manner. Other candidates favored LCP more, but all their results
essentially parallel the observations based on the measure as defined in
equation 5.4. The overall tendency of the results of Figure 6 could have
been anticipated from the comparison made in Figure 2.
Whereas noise-cleaning experiments can but indicate the particular
power residing in LCP representations, the latter fully unfold their strength
if two similar, equally important signals need to be separated, a case where
wavelets are not useful at all. In the case of two signals, stream1, stream2,
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Speaker Separation on Deterministic Features 17
Figure 5: Noise profiles: (A) Chunks of intermittent noise bursts, separated
by noise-free intervals, both of constant lengths (black: gaussian; red: α-stable
noise, in terms of the rescaled amplitude A). (B–E) Gaussian or α-stable noise,
postprocessed by means of bandpass filters (shown are spectrograms applied
to gaussian noise). (B) Bandpass filter, passband edges sinusoidally modulated.
(C) Bandpass filter, passband edges piecewise constant. (D) Bandpass filter,
piecewise linear passband edges. (E) Bandpass filter, smooth passband edges
(cubic spline).
Figure 6: Denoising quality Q for (a) gaussian and (b) α-stable noise contam-
ination of the word arigato, respectively, using the profiles of Figure 5. Green:
LCP; gray: wavelets. For α-stable noise, LCP clearly outperforms wavelet noise
cleaning. Dashed lines: Quality achievable using the 300 largest atoms only. The
applied Q-measure is the LCP worst case out of a set of potential measures that
often rate wavelets lower than LCP also for gaussian noise.
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18 A. Kern and R. Stoop
to be recovered, the joint efficiency of recovering both streams at the same
time is assessed by the separation measure Qs , defined by
Qs := 1 − ((1 − Qstream1 )(1 − Qstream2 ))1/2. (5.5)
This concept takes the recovery of stream 1 and that of stream 2 equally
into account. Results for this separation task are shown in Figure 7: the
separation of vowels versus words (left-hand side) and the separation of
two vowels on a background of different noise characteristics (right-hand
side). From these results, expressed by a fairly strict measure, the substantial
potential of the proposed method becomes apparent.
In difficult situations, LCP matching pursuit performs better than
wavelet noise cleaning, the difference being more striking for nonstation-
ary than for stationary noise. Where wavelets appear to do a better job,
this can be traced back to the nonoptimized nature of our matching pursuit
approach. The most striking difference between the two methods is ob-
tained when α-stable noise is used. Large deviations of alpha-stable noise
lead to a breakdown of the wavelet method. The difference between LPC
and wavelet denoising is strongest in the case of noise bursts (files with
label A). The reasons are the discontinuous changes in the noise character-
istics, to which only the matching pursuit method is able to locally adapt.
For α-stable noise, wavelet denoising is unable to recover the signal, while
with LCP, the noise is essentially removed. However, LCP may introduce
pure-frequency background tone artifacts (“ringing”) that emerge while
the signal is still clearly understandable. By a sophistication of the method,
these artifacts can be removed in a later processing stage. It is noteworthy
to realize that strong α-stable noise excursions are automatically clipped
when writing the data into a .wav file. As a consequence, recorded α-stable
noise is weaker than what it would be in reality.
For the cocktail party effect, separation strategies as described may com-
bine with the effect achieved by the tuning of the cochlea to certain sounds
via a tuning pattern of the outer hair cells favorable to the amplification
of desired sounds. In a recent study, we found that by such an unsophis-
ticated tuning, a violin could be separated from a trumpet (both playing
melodies) with an effect amounting to about 10 dB (Stoop, Buchheim, &
Martignoli, 2010). From this, we conclude that for solving the cocktail party
problem, different mechanisms on different levels contribute, with compa-
rable strength of influence.
6 Main Result: Chirp Limitations of LCP
The importance of frequency modulations for speech recognition in noise,
as well as for speaker and tone recognition, was demonstrated by Zeng
et al. (2005). Slowly varying frequency modulations were found to contain
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Figure 7: Results of separation experiments, measured in terms of quality
Qs . Left side: Separation of vowels a , o, u, against words arigato, konnichiwa,
sumimasen, respectively. “Ringing” artifacts (see text), which were not corrected,
are responsible for the reduced performance in this task. Right side: Separation
of a versus i in the absence and in the presence of α-stable, gaussian burst, and
stationary gaussian noise, respectively.
Figure 8: Limits of LCP. (a) Short-time Fourier transformation (spectrogram).
(b) LCP decomposition of the spoken word arigato. Comparing the area within
the solid rectangles with the dashed 1000 Hz s−1 guideline shows that modula-
tion rates above 1000 Hz s−1 are generally missed by LCP.
salient dynamic information about formant and fundamental frequency
movements, and the frequency modulation cues underlying phase infor-
mation were found to be essential. LCP–based speaker separation, which
is very successful for stationary speech signals, performs less well when
applied to, say, two simultaneously uttered words. We point out that due
to the excellent noise-cleaning properties of our approach, the additional
presence of noise may be a lesser problem than anticipated in Zeng et al.
(2005).
Technically, the difficulties in capturing this aspect of speech with the
LCP approach are located in the inherent limitations of the LCP dictionary
in expressing frequency modulations. In Figure 8, the LCP decomposition of
the word arigato is contrasted with the spectrogram (windowed short-time
Fourier transform). In the spectrogram, the frequency-modulated voiced
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20 A. Kern and R. Stoop
formant structures are clearly distinguished (see Figure 8a), where the mod-
ulation rates exceed 1000Hz s−1 (see the dashed line). In the LCP decompo-
sition, this, however, is no longer the case (see Figure 8b). The (time-varying)
modulation rates, which serve as an additional feature for separating two
voices, remain elusive. The analysis and rectification of this property are
the main topic of this section.
In order to arrive at a broadly applicable speech separation scheme, it is
necessary to explore the inherent limitations of LCP and devise more gen-
eral time-frequency dictionaries (see section 6.2). In the following analysis,
we will explore the first line of improvement by modeling the frequency-
modulated formant structure of voiced speech by a set of linear chirps with
equidistant instantaneous frequencies (cf. Figure 10a). The questions we
will address are:
1. How does the sparseness of an LCP decomposition decrease with the
frequency modulation rate?
2. At a given modulation rate, how close may two parallel chirps be in
order to still be distinguishable by a LCP decomposition?
The first question is answered by the following two theorems. The answer
to the second question then emerges as a simple consequence of theorem 3.
Theorem 2. For a linear chirp signal f with chirp rate α,
f (t) = Acos
(
ω0t + 12αt
2
)
, (6.1)
the support R and the modulus of the LCP coefficients |c| are obtained by the
matching pursuit algorithm scale according to
R ∼ 1√
α
, (6.2)
|c| ∼α−1/4. (6.3)
Proof. LCPs having support in [−λL , λL] (where λ > 0 depends on the
tapering of the bell bL (t); R = 2λL ∼ L) can be represented as
φω0,L (t) =
√
2
L
b
(
t
L
)
cos(ω0t), (6.4)
where we used that bL (t) = b(t/L), due to the scaling invariance of the shape
of the LCP. In the matching pursuit algorithm, the LCP atom φγ having
the largest interaction with the linear chirp fω0,α(t) = cos(ω0t + α/2 t2) is
selected: 〈 fω0,α, φγ 〉 = max. The LCP atom best matching the chirp around
t = 0 will have the center frequency ω0. Moreover, its support will extend
from t = 0 symmetrically into both directions—suppφγ = [−λL , λL] for
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some L . Let us denote such an LCP by φγ ≡ φω0,L (see equation 6.4). The
corresponding matching pursuit coefficient is then given by
cL ,α =〈 f, φω0,L〉 (6.5)
=
√
2
L
∫ λL
−λL
b
(
t
L
)
cos(ω0t) cos
(
ω0t + 12αt
2
)
dt (6.6)
≈ 1√
2L
∫ λL
−λL
b
(
t
L
)
cos
(
αt2
)
dt, (6.7)
where we used the trigonometric identity
cos (ω0t) cos
(
ω0t + 12αt
2
)
= 1
2
[
cos
(
1
2
αt2
)
+ cos
(
2ω0t + 12αt
2
)]
. (6.8)
Note that in the integral 6.6, the second term of equation 6.8 can be neglected,
since for speech signals,
∫
cos(2ω0t + α/2 t2) = O(1/ω0) 
∫
cos(α/2 t2) =
O(1/
√
α) (for ω0 ≈ 2π1000 rad s−1 and α < 2π10000 rad s−2, we obtain
1/ω0 = 1.6 · 10−4s rad −1 and 1/√α = 4 · 10−3). After the change of variables
t → τ = √α t, dt = dτ√
α
, (6.9)
we obtain
cL ,α = 1√
2αL
∫ λ√αL
−λ√αL
b
(
τ√
αL
)
cos
(
1
2
τ 2
)
dτ (6.10)
= 1
α1/4
1√
2x
∫ λx
−λx
b
(τ
x
)
cos
(
1
2
τ 2
)
dτ, (6.11)
where x := √α L . This implies
cL ,α = α−1/4c√α L ,1, (6.12)
from which the assertion follows.
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Theorem 3. If a sine bell is used, for the LCP support extension R and coefficient
modulus |c|, the following scaling laws hold:
R ≈ 3.84√
α
, (6.13)
|c| ≈ 1.096 α−1/4. (6.14)
Proof. From the proof of theorem 2, we have the relation
cL ,α = 1
α1/4
1√
2x
∫ λx
−λx
b
( τ
x
)
cos
(
1
2
τ 2
)
dτ, (6.15)
where x := √αL . Evaluation of the integral yields
cL ,α =
√
2
πx
·
{
cos
(
π2
8x2
)[
C
(
π + 2x2
2
√
πx
)
− C
(
π − 2x2
2
√
πx
)]
(6.16)
+ sin
(
π2
8x2
)[
S
(
π + 2x2
2
√
πx
)
− S
(
π − 2x2
2
√
πx
)]}
,
where S(x) and C(x) denote the Fresnel integrals
S(x) =
∫ x
0
sin
(π
2
t2
)
dt, C(x) =
∫ x
0
cos
(π
2
t2
)
dt. (6.17)
Expression 6.16 assumes a maximum at x = 1.92, where cL ,α = 1.096. Since
R = 2L = 2x/√α, the assertion follows.
Whereas above the frequency modulation rate α was measured in rad
s−2, it is sometimes more convenient to use Hz s−1 units instead, which
we will indicate by a tilde .˜ This leads to the following reformulation of
theorem 3:
Corollary 1. R and the coefficient modulus |c| obey the following scaling laws:
R ≈ 1.54√
α˜
, (6.18)
|c| ≈ 0.69 α˜−1/4. (6.19)
Proof. Since α˜ = α/2π , R = C/√α˜ = C √2π/√α for some C . From theorem
3, C = 3.84/√2π = 1.54. Similarly, |c| = D/α˜1/4 = D(2π)1/4/α1/4, hence D =
1.096/(2π)1/4 = 0.69.
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Figure 9: LCP decomposition of two linear chirps of equal modulation rates
(α˜ = 1000 Hz s−1), separated by time interval t. (a) t = 0.03 s. (b) t = 0.06
s. (c) t = 0.09 s. (d) t = 0.12 s. Separation starts with panel b, but is fully
evolved only for panels c and d.
The following theorem specifies the limitation on the resolution attain-
able for parallel chirps:
Theorem 4. Two chirps with equal chirp rates α˜ separated by the time interval
t will not be distinguishable by the matching pursuit LCP decomposition if
t <≈t∗ =
1.54√
α˜
. (6.20)
Proof. In the time-frequency plane, the time support of an LCP optimally
matching a linear chirp extends symmetrically on either side of the chirp.
In order to separate two linear chirps displaced by t along the time axis,
t must be larger than the extension of the LCP support, R. From theorem
3, it follows that
t <≈t∗ ≈ R =
1.54√
α˜
. (6.21)
Theorem 4 is illustrated in Figure 9 using the dyadic matching pursuit
method. For a chirp rate α˜ = 1000 Hz s−1, we obtain t∗ ≈ 1.54/√α˜ = 0.049
s. In Figures 9a and 9b (where t = 0.03 s and 0.06 s, respectively),
the two parallel chirps are not distinguishable, whereas in Figure 9c
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Figure 10: (a) Modulated speech formant model. The harmonics pertaining
to the voiced part of speech can be locally approximated by linear chirps that
are separated by  f and ts in frequency and time, respectively. (b) Chirplet
dictionary (red) versus LCP dictionary (blue) for a linear chirp signal (black).
The chirplet dictionary leads to a significantly increased sparseness.
(where t = 0.09 s), they are clearly resolved. From theorem 4, one could
expect that the chirps can be separated for t = 0.06 s > t∗. That is,
unfortunately, not the case. For the origin of this shortcoming, we add a
reminder that the dyadic matching pursuit algorithm is used, where the
LCP support extensions are restricted to powers of 2, Rdyad = 2Ldyad = 2−k
for some k ∈ {0, 1, . . .}, and where the signal length is normalized to 1.
Since log2 t
∗ ≈ −4.35 s, preferably recruited LCP have support extension
R = 2−4 s = 0.0625 s. As a consequence, some overlap still occurs for chirps
separated by t = 0.06 s (see Figure 9b).
Along the same lines, we can explain why the dyadic LCP decomposition
fails to resolve the formant structure of natural speech (cf. Figure 8). Let
us assume that the different harmonics of voiced speech are separated
by  f ≈ 100 Hz in frequency. Given a frequency modulation rate α˜, the
separation of the modulated harmonics along the time axis is ts =  f/α˜
(see Figure 10a). According to theorem 4, the threshold of time resolution,
however, is given by t∗ = 1.54/√α˜. Thus, with increasing modulation rate
α˜ (and assuming that  f is held constant), ts decreases faster than t∗,
and for α˜ > α˜∗ ≈ 4000 Hz s−1, ts < t∗ will hold. For speech, the observed
modulation rates may exceed α˜∗ (cf. also Figure 8a). As a consequence,
the dyadic matching pursuit further decreases the resolution, which fully
explains our observations.
6.1 Inclusion of Chirplet Dictionaries. In the presence of frequency
modulations, atomic LCP decompositions thus suffer from serious limita-
tions, with respect to sparseness (as exhibited by theorems 2 and 3) and with
respect to resolution (see theorem 4). This leads to the question of whether
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any of these shortcomings may be overcome by alternative time-frequency
dictionaries. Obviously representation sparseness will be increased if the
definition of LCP is extended to include (linear) frequency modulations
(cf. Figure 10b). Therefore, we will explore the use of a chirplet dictionary,
where individual chirplets with chirp rates β of the form
χa ,L ,ω0,β (t) =
√
2
L
bL (t − a ) cos
(
ω0t + 12βt
2
)
(6.22)
are included. The sparseness increase from using chirplets can be cast in
the form of two theorems, where the instantaneous frequency at t = 0 will
be denoted by ω0.
Theorem 5. If for a linear chirp signal f (t) = cos(ω0t + 1/2 αt2) with chirp
rate α and instantaneous frequency ω0 the optimal chirplet atom, equation 6.22,
is selected according to the matching pursuit criterion 3.4 with chirp parameters
β = α held fixed, then the optimal support extension and the coefficient modulus
of the selected chirplet scale as
Rβ ∼ 1√|α − β| , (6.23)
|cβ | ∼ |α − β|−1/4. (6.24)
Proof. We proceed along the lines of the proof of theorem 2. The matching
pursuit coefficient obtained from a chirplet, equation 6.22, has the form
cL ,α,β =〈 f, χω0,L ,β〉 (6.25)
=
√
2
L
∫ λL
−λL
b
(
t
L
)
cos
(
ω0t + 12βt
2
)
cos
(
ω0t + 12αt
2
)
dt
≈ 1√
2L
∫ λL
−λL
b
(
t
L
)
cos
(|α − β|t2) dt, (6.26)
where equation 6.26 follows from the trigonometric identity, equation 6.8,
by using the same arguments as in the proof of theorem 2. Because cos(·) is
an even function, we may write |α − β| instead of α − β. The remainder of
the proof then coincides with the proof of theorem 2, with the sole difference
that α has to be replaced by |α − β|.
For an efficient implementation of a chirplet dictionary in the match-
ing pursuit algorithm, the chirp rate β must be discretized. The following
theorem provides an estimate of how sparseness increases if in a discrete
chirplet dictionary, the chirp rate resolution is increased:
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Theorem 6. Let f (t) = cos(ω0t + 1/2 αt2), α < B, be a linear chirp signal and
Dn1 and Dn2 two dictionaries that are based on chirplets with discrete chirp rates
β
(nj )
i = i B/nj , i ∈ {0, . . . , nj }, j = 1, 2 (where B denotes the maximal chirp rate).
Select from either of the dictionaries the chirplet that optimally matches matching
pursuit selection criterion 3.4 with respect to f (t). Then the minimal extensions of
support Rminn1 and R
min
n2 of the chirplets are related by
Rminn2
Rminn1
=
√
n2
n1
. (6.27)
Maximal support extensions are achieved if βnji = α for some i .
Proof. Since α < B, we may write α = κB, κ < 1. In order that a chirplet
atom χ
a ,L ,ω0,β
(n j )
i
satisfies the matching pursuit selection criterion, 3.4, its
chirp rateβ (nj )i must be closest to the chirp rateα of f (t), i.e. |α − β(nj )i | != min.
From the definition of β (ni )i , |α − β (nj )i | = B|κ − i/nj | ≤ B/(2nj ) for some
index i . From theorem 5, it then follows that
R
β
(n j )
i
= C√
|α − β (nj )i |
≥ √nj C ′, (6.28)
where C ′ = √2/B C . From the proofs of theorems 5 and 2, we also conclude
that the proportionality constant C is independent from β(nj )i . The assertion
on the minimal support extensions now follows by going in inequality 6.28
to equality.
Theorem 7. Given are two dictionaries Dn1 and Dn2 as in theorem 6, with
n2 > n1. Suppose that for the representation of a linear chirp to a given accuracy,
Ni elements from Dni (i = 1, 2) are required. Then, within this accuracy, the ratio
N2/N1 can be estimated by
√
n1/n2.
Proof. The matching pursuit algorithm approximates a linear chirp with
chirp rate α by chirplet atoms with support R
β
(n j )
i
∼ 1/
√
|α − β (nj )i |, for some
optimal i , where j = 1, 2 indexes the respective dictionaryDnj (see theorem
5). The supports of the selected atoms extend symmetrically to either sides
of the chirp in the time-frequency plane, and they do not mutually overlap.
Let us now restrict the linear chirp f (t) to a time interval of length S. In
this case, Nj ≈ S/R
β
(n j )
i
nonoverlapping chirplet atoms will be selected. The
resulting residual errors ||RNj f || are given by
||RNj f ||2 =〈RNj f, RNj f 〉
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=
〈
f −
Nj −1∑
k=0
c(nj )k χak ,ωk ,β
n j
i
, f −
Nj −1∑
k=0
c(nj )k χak ,ωk ,β
n j
i
〉
=〈 f, f 〉 − 2
Nj −1∑
k=0
c(nj )k 〈 f, χak ,ωk ,βn ji 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
c
(n j )
k
+
Nj −1∑
k,=0
c(nj )k c
(nj )
 〈χak ,ωk ,βn ji , χa,ω,βn ji 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
δk, (no overlap)
=〈 f, f 〉 −
Nj −1∑
k
(
c(nj )k
)2
, (6.29)
where ak and ωk denote the chirplets’s center time and frequency (which
coincide with instantaneous time and frequency of the chirp f (t)). Since the
chirplets are nonoverlapping, the chirplet coefficients c(nj )k are independent
of position and frequency and, hence, on the index k, which we therefore
may omit. From theorem 6, it follows that
N2
N1
=
√
n1
n2
, (6.30)
whereas from theorem 5, it follows that
(
c(n2)
)2
(
c(n1)
)2 =
√
n2
n1
. (6.31)
Together, we get for the residuals
〈RN2 f, RN2 f 〉= 〈 f, f 〉 −
N2−1∑
k
(
c(n2)k
)2
=〈 f, f 〉 − N2(c(n2))2
=〈 f, f 〉 − N2
√
n2
n1
(
c(n1)
)2
=〈 f, f 〉 − N1
(
c(n1)
)2
=〈RN1 f, RN1 f 〉. (6.32)
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Thus, while the number of chirplets used is decreased by a factor of
√
n1
n2
,
for the residual errors, ||RN1 f || = ||RN2 f || holds. This implies that when the
dictionary Dn2 instead of Dn1 is used, the matching pursuit approximation
of a linear chirp ends with the same approximation error, but the number
of atoms needed will be reduced by the factor
√
n1
n2
.
From theorem 7, we infer that the increase of the chirplet dictionary size
N by a factor of r will raise the sparseness by a factor of 1/
√
r only. This is
particularly important with respect to the computational complexity of the
matching pursuit algorithm. Without backprojection, a matching pursuit
iteration for dyadic LCP requires O(N log2 N) operations (Mallat & Zhang,
1993). From theorem 7, a doubled sparseness thus requires the increase of
the dictionary size N by a factor of r = 4 (for discrete chirp rates), which
increases the time computational complexity by approximately a factor of
r log2 r = 8. Moreover, the backprojection step to be performed after each
matching pursuit iteration m involves the inversion of the Gram matrix
constructed from the already selected m dictionary atoms. With increasing
iteration number m, this step becomes ever more time-consuming. This
implies that the computational limitations cannot be fully circumvented.
7 Conclusion
In contrast to traditional ICA, LCP allows single-channel source separation
in a straightforward way. At the same time, unwanted background sounds
like traffic noise or the babble of voices are removed without essentially
compromising the properties of spoken language. In its purest form
investigated here, the LCP-speech separation method is optimized for
stationary voiced speech. Even in our simple implementation (we rely on
only the location of the LCP in time-frequency space and do not use any
information say about the coefficient values), the huge potential of the
method becomes obvious.
For capturing high-frequency speech modulation features, additional
dictionary families—chirplets—need to be included. We have shown that a
straightforward computational implementation is due to quickly run into
computational limitations. According to our theorem 6, the size of the dictio-
nary to be included increases with the steepness (chirp rate β; see equation
6.22) of the chirp. This imposes the extraction of the appropriate elements
from a dimensionally enlarged space (if compared to the original problem),
which saliently slows the computational process. A putative solution con-
sists in a chirplet search strategy. Gribonval (2001) proposed estimating lo-
cal chirp rates from a preliminarily computed Gabor decomposition, which
would entail feasible computational complexity. His approach, designed
for synthetic signals, contains, however, no backprojection step, render-
ing the method less suited for highly complex natural signals. Efficiently
computable spectrograms, time-frequency distributions (see Cohen, 1995;
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Flandrin, 1999; Gro¨chenig, 2001), or reassignment methods (Gardner &
Magnasco, 2006) will be better suited. For obtaining the optimal chirp rates,
the chirplet parameters of the matching pursuit need to be varied in the
close vicinity of the estimates only. In this way, reliable source separation
preestimates will be obtained from deterministic, a priori speech informa-
tion. For a refined source separation, these preestimates could still be op-
timized, for example, by maximizing the mutual independence between,
while maintaining as much as possible of the correlations within, the com-
ponents. In this step, our method could also be combined with statistical
and information-theoretic ICA-like methods. The observed computational
limitations are typical for the speech cleaning and separation problem in
the following sense. For speech cleaning, separation, and speech intelli-
gibility, fricative, consonant parts of speech play an inferior role. Wavelet
dictionaries, which are optimized for capturing such features, will therefore
not remedy the observed limitations, although they have scaling properties
different from those of the local cosine and chirplet packets.
In the mammalian hearing system, efferent connections to the cochlea ap-
pear to have a crucial role in auditory scene analysis. Recent measurements
from a close to biology electronic implementation of the cochlea (Martig-
noli et al., 2007; Stoop et al., 2007; Martignoli & Stoop, 2010; Stoop et al.,
2010) demonstrate that such connections could strongly enhance relevant
frequencies, together with the various nonlinear combinations emerging
from them. We expect that higher up on the auditory nuclei levels, the dif-
ferences among distinct signals are enhanced by efferent mechanisms as
well. We suggest that the effects of such a mechanism will emerge on two
levels: the auditory system should be able, on a first level, to distinguish
among different classes of signals (say, speech and noise) and to focus on a
desired class by using sparse representations, implemented as neural filters.
On a second level, within a now-given class of signals, the signal can be
further dissected and attributed to specific auditory objects. This step is of
increased computational difficulty, since source separation among signals
of the same object class requests characteristics on a more sophisticated
level. In a recent paper, Biebel and Langner (2002) suggested that in the
awake chinchilla, substantial interactions among frequency channels might
occur in the inferior colliculus. The interpretation of this observation was
that large-scale integration across frequency channels already occurs at the
level of the inferior colliculus. Such an integration would be needed for
binding related signal components, a view broadly supported by physiol-
ogy studies of auditory processing. In a successive study (McAlpine, 2002),
the observed features were attributed to the presence of combination tones.
Combination tones, however, are already generated on the level of the
cochlea. As yet, there is no explicit evidence within the inferior colliculus or
on any higher processing level that different subnetworks are activated in
order to bind particular objects. Our work demonstrates that such mecha-
nisms would certainly be a worthwhile strategy for artificial auditory signal
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processing, hinting at a potential presence also in the biological example. In
this way, we envisage that our theoretical work may trigger experimental
electrophysiological efforts, where the results presented here could serve
as guidelines for the quest of in which way the efficient signal processing
strategies of the mammalian auditory system are actually implemented in
the biological example.
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